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Introduction

This volume is meant to be used with its companion *Lemba Archaeological Project, Cyprus, Volume II.1A, Excavations at Kissonerga-Mosphilia, 1979-1992* by Edgar Peltenburg et al. (Studies In Mediterranean Archaeology Volume LXX:2) Jonsered 1998. That volume is referred to as LAP II.1A; this is LAP II.1B. Readers will find descriptions of the most important features, summaries, syntheses, list of references, some tables, figures and all plates in LAP II.1A. This volume comprises detailed supporting evidence for arguments in LAP II.1A, other analytical data and catalogues, including a complete list of Units (or loci) and inventory of registered and catalogued small finds. As such it is table-rich, it has a larger body of text, and it has graphs, but no half tones. For Abbreviations and List of references, see LAP II.1A. It is mainly generated from data held in KAIS, the Kissonerga Archaeological Information System, a Paradox 3.5 database which was adapted from information held on pro-forma fieldwork sheets. It constitutes the major record of results, suitable for specialists, students of higher learning and researchers. LAP II.1B is accessible in a variety of media.

**Websites:**

http://super3.arch.ed.ac.uk/arch/publications/cyprus/kissonerga

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/ahds/

**Disks and hard copy:**

The latter is a basic printout supplied in ring-bound volumes in the series *Occasional Papers of the Department of Archaeology, University of Edinburgh*. Enquiries for disk and hard copies should be addressed to:

The Secretary,
Department of Archaeology,
University of Edinburgh,
Old High School,
Edinburgh EH1 1LT
Scotland-U.K.

Disks and website files facilitate interactive investigation of the Kissonerga records. They can be used as research tools in which enquirers can download and print out segments of specific interest to them, query and copy files, manipulate data, and so on.

Some contributions to this report were received prior to final analysis of the allocation of units to periods. This has affected § 4.3, 9.1, 16.2 and 21.1-9, but as differences are minor, without affecting conclusions, the contributions are included without modification.

It should also be noted that some Cadastral Plot numbers quoted in LAP II.1A have changed. They were based on the 1975 edition of Sheet XLV Plan 42 W.1. New ones are issued on the 1988 edition. Relevant changes: old Plot 157 west, central and riverside becomes 515; Plot 157 east and 158 become 516. Kissonerga unit numbers, which incorporate cadastral plots, have not been altered to take account of this mapping revision.